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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected, reductive, linear algebraic group with Frobenius 
endomorphism F and Frobenius fmed point group GF. A semisimple ele- 
ment t E G is called regular if the connected component of its centralizer is 
a maximal torus. If G is simply connected, which means that GF is a 
universal finite Chevalley group, then, due to a theorem of Steinberg, 
centralizers of semisimple elements are connected and a semisimple element 
t of GF is regular if and only if its centralizer C,l-(t) is abelian. 
In [2] the first two authors described general formulae for the number of 
semisimple regular classes of GF with given centralizer, which are valid if C 
is a simple, simply connected group of classical type. These formulae are 
somewhat technical, but experiments showed that the total number of regular 
classes in GF can be described in easy terms. In the present paper this will be 
demonstrated for groups of type A. 
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For n > 2 let G,‘(q) denote the general linear group GL,(q) if E = 1 
and the unitary group U,(9) [ sometimes also denoted by U,(92>] if E = - 1. 
Moreover let S,‘(q) denote the special linear or unitary groups S,‘(q) = 
{g E G,‘(q) I det g = 1) f or E = 1 or - 1 respectively. For convenience of 
notationwedefineK’tobeF,ife=IandtobeFgzife= -Iandq=p” 
for a prime p and a positive integer s. 
If G is one of these groups, then one can attach to G a finite Lie algebra 
Lie G over KE in a natural way such that G has an adjoint action on 
Lie G. In case G = G:(9), for example, Lie G is just the bracket algebra 
Mat,(9)I, ], where ix, yl := xy - y x; the adjoint action of G:(q) is given by 
conjugation of matrices. 
In G as well as in Lie G we have a Jordan decomposition of elements into 
a semisimple and a unipotent unipotent (respectively, nilpotent) part. For 
g E G this decomposition coincides with the well-known decomposition into 
p’-part and p-part: g = g,,g, = g,g,,. Here g , is semisimple and has an 
order coprime to p, whereas g, is unipotent o P order a power of p. In the 
Lie algebra case x E Lie G can be written uniquely as x = x, + x, such that 
[ rs, x,] = 0, where Ad( r,) and Ad(x,) E End,.(Lie G) are semisimple and 
nilpotent operators, respectively. For any subset X c G or Lie G, the set of 
semisimple elements in X will be denoted by X,,. 
A conjugacy class of G or an adjoint G-orbit in LieG, consisting of 
semisimple elements, will be called a semisimple conjugacy class or orbit. It 
is called reguZar if the corresponding centralizers of elements are abelian. 
In this paper we will prove the following explicit formulae for the number 
of regular semisimple classes and orbits of G,‘(9) and S:(Q): 
THEOREM 1.1. For G = G:(q) or S:(9) and X = G or LieG let 
Reg(X) denote the number of regular semisimple conjugacy classes or orbits 
in X. Then 
1 9 n+l -9” + (-1) n+lEb/y9 - E”) 92 - E 
W&(d) = ( 
if n is odd or 9 is even, 
9 
n+l -9”-E “‘“(9 - 1) 
--E n/2+1 
92 - E 
[ ifnisevenandqisodd, 
Reg(G,‘(q)) = (9 - e) 9 
11 + 1 -9”+(-1) “+9dy9 - ??“) 
92 - E 
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Reg(Lie G,‘(q)) = q” - q”- ‘. 
The result about Reg(Lie S,‘(q)) h as already been obtained in [5]; more- 
over, in Corollary 3.5 of that paper, Lehrer proved that the number of regular 
semisimple classes in Chevalley groups of universal type is always odd. This 
can be verified in the case of S:(q) by rewriting the formulae above in the 
following way: 
Red%(q)) = 
4 
n-l _ q”-’ + q”-3 _ q”-4 + q”-5 . . . +( -1)“fl 
ife= Iand[nisoddorqiseven}, 
4 
n-1 _ qn-” _ q”-3 + qn-4 + q”-5 ... +( _1)w21 
if E = - 1 and { n is odd or q is even), 
4 
n-l _ q”-2 + q”p3 - q”-4 + q”-” . . . -2 
if E = 1 n is even, and q is odd, 
4 
n-l _ q”p” _ q”-3 + qfl-4 + q”m5 . . . +q _ ,y 
if E = -I and n is even and q is odd. 
The numbers of regular semisimple classes for exceptional universal 
Chevalley groups F4, E,, E,, and E, are listed in [3]. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
In this section we collect some basic facts and notation about semisimple 
conjugacy classes and orbits of finite groups of Lie type. As an excellent and 
up to date source for this material we recommend Humphrey’s book [4]. 
Throughout this paper, if fi is a set and (T E Co is a bijection of R, then R” 
will denote the set of cT-fmed points in 0. The groups G:(q) are special 
series of finite groups of Lie type. The group GL,,(q) is the group of fixed 
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points (GL,@,)) Fq of the Frobenius endomorphism 
F9 : GL,(F,) + GL,(‘v), (gij> H (gG)T 
whereas the unitary group U,(9) is the group of fmed points (GL,@,))Fmq of 
the generalized Frobenius endomorphism 
F-, : GL&) -+ GL,(F,), g c, F,(g-“), 
where tr denotes transposition of matrices. 
As classical groups they can be described in the following way: Consider 
the involution T : Fq2 + Fvp, c * c9 and the hermitian form on the Fqz 
vector space (F92)” given by 
(zj,w> := c q*wq 
i=l,...,n 
for all u = (oi,. . . ,v,), w = (w1, . . . ,w,,) E (FqzY. Then U,(9) is the sub- 
group 
(g E GL,(q2)1( g(o)> g(w)) =(w) v 0,~ E F$). 
The Lie algebra Lie GL, = Lie(GLn(F9)) is the bracket algebra Mat,&‘,&, ], 
where [ , ] is the commutator of matrices and Lie SL, = Lie(SL,(F9)) is the 
subalgebra of matrices with trace zero. 
The endomorphisms 
and 
F9 : Lie GL, + Lie GL,, hj> ++ (4$) 
F _y : LieGL, --+ LieGL., m * F,( -d) 
are compatible in an obvious sense with the adjoint action of GL,. We 
denote 
LieG,E(q) := (LieGL,)F’q 
and 
Lie S,‘(q) := (LieSL,)Ff4. 
For all g E GL, := GL,(Fq) the centralizer groups are exactly the (Zariski- 
open) groups of units in the corresponding centralizer algebras; hence they 
are connected. It is well known that in this situation the set of conjugacy 
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classes of G,‘(q) is in bijection with the set of Fey-stable conjugacy classes of 
GL,. In particular each such Feg-stable class contains an Feg-stable element. 
The same is true for the adjoint orbits of G:(g) on Lie G;(Q). 
Although centralizers of arbitrary elements of SL, := SL,(F ) are not 
connected in general (e.g. consider the centralizer of a single Jor c4 an block), 
centralizers of semisimple elements s E SL, or Lie SL, are still connected, 
due to theorems of Steinberg [6]. So any semisimple F,,-stable class or orbit 
under SL, gives rise to a unique class or orbit under S:(Q). 
Moreover two elements in SL, or Lie SL, are conjugate by an element in 
GL, if and only if they are conjugate by an element in SL,,. Combining these 
facts, we see that the sets of semisimple classes or orbits under G,:(q) or 
S:(y) are in bijection with the corresponding sets of F&-stable classes or 
orbits under GL, in GL,, SL,, Lie GL, or Lie SL,, respectively. 
Now let G be any connected affine algebraic group, defined over the 
algebraically closed field K. Then each semisimple element s E G or s E 
Lie G lies in some maximal torus T or in some maximal tot-al Lie dgebru, i.e. 
the subalgebra Lie T c Lie G of a maximal torus T of G, respectively (see [ 1, 
11.8, p. 1501). Moreover all maximal tori and toral algebras are conjugate. 
From these facts one can deduce that the semisimple classes of G are in 
bijection with the set of W-orbits T \\ W and the semisimple adjoint orbits 
of Lie G are in bijection with the set of orbits Lie T \\ W. In both cases 
W = A$(T)/C,(T) is the (finite) Weyl group of G with respect to the 
maximal torus T of G. 
As a quotient of a torus by a finite group, the set GFs \\ G g T \\ W of 
semisimple classes of G has the structure of an affine variety, whereas 
(Lie G),, \\ W is a vector space. 
If G = GL,, then T can be chosen to be the subgroup T,, of invertible, 
diagonal matrices with Lie T being just the subspace 0, of Lie G consisting 
of all diagonal matrices, and W is isomorphic to the symmetric group C,,. 
embedded into GL, as the subgroup of permutation matrices. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let n E F,, . We define 
y”(n) := (f~ i?q[X]lfmonic,withdeg(j) = n), 
P”*(n) := cf=fa +fix + a.* +x” EP(n)If, z o}, 
Ya(n) := {f=fa + ... +.fn_ix”-l + X” E5+)lf,-, = u}, 
P”“(n) := cf=fo +fix + ... +x” E3+Z)]f0 = u}. 
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Now from the remarks above we see that sending a semisimple class or 
orbit in GL, or Lie GL, to the characteristic polynomial of a representing 
element yields the following isomorphisms of algebraic varieties: 
(LieGL,),, \\ GL, = 0, \\ C, =9(n), 
(GL),s\\GL, = ?\\L =9*(n), 
(LieSL,),,\\SL, E (LieSL, fl D,)\\C, g.Ya(n), 
(SL,),, \\ SL, = (SL, rl T,) \\ C” Z+l)“( n). 
The Frobenius endomorphisms FE4 on Lie GL, and GL, induce Frobenius 
endomorphisms on P(n) and Y*(n) with 
F”4 :9(n) +9(n), f(X) l-3 E”f’9’( EX) 
and 
Fe; :9*(n) +9*(n), f(X) +-+ 
i 
f’“‘( X) if E=l, 
_&9Xnf9’(l/X) if ??= - 1. 
Here for f=fo +j’rX +fiX2 + **a +X” we define f(9)(X) :=fOy + 
fpx +j-jxZ + *** +xn. 
Notice that, since centralizers in GL, or SL, of semisimple elements t 
(in the groups or Lie algebras) are connected reductive subgroups of GL,, 
the finite centralizers (GL,>Fq or (SL,>,F’y are abelian if and only if the 
algebraic centralizers (CL,), or (SL,), are abelian maximal tori. This in turn 
is the case if and only if all eigenvalues of the elements in the class are 
pairwise different, or, in other words, if the corresponding characteristic 
polynomial is squarefree. Hence to get the number of regular semisimple 
classes and orbits, we have to count those Frobenius f=ed points in the sets 
of Definition 2.1 which are squarefree. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let a E F9, and C be one of the sets P,(n), 9*(n), 
pa(n), or Y’(n). Then we define 
YC := {f E Clf is squarefree}. 
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We get: 
LEMMA 2.3. 
Reg( Lie Gz) = (.9?9( rz) ‘& 1, Reg(G,‘) =19Z9*(~)F~fl, 
Reg(Lie Sz) =lF9c,(rz)‘cf/, Reg( Si) = IXZ+ ljfl( n) F:c 1, 
3. SQUAREFREE POLYNOMIALS OVER FINITE FIELDS 
In this section we will determine the cardinalities of the sets .EcZF(~)~~~, 
FZF*(~)‘T~, _EFF~(~)~;~, and FT”(~)~~~. In fact we prove the following, 
slightly more general result: 
PHOPOSITION 3.1. 
IEP”(n)‘“*‘l = 
I 
4 n+ 1 - q” + E(n-w2(q - E) 
q2 - E 
ifn > 1 isoddanda # 0, 
9 n+ 1 -9”-E “‘“(9 - 1) 
+fZ n/2+1 
92 - E 
if n > 0 is even, 9 is odd, and a # 0 is not a square 
9 n+ 1 -q”-E “‘“(9 - 1) 
92 - E 
ifn > 0 iseven, qiseven, anda # 0, 
9 
n+ 1 -9”-E ““(9 - 1) 
--E n/2+1 
92 - E 
if n > 0 is even, 9 is odd, and a # 0 is a square, 
(q - E) 9” - y 
n-1 + ( _qfy’“/y9 - E”) 
q2 - E 
ifn>,Sanda=O, 
9-E if n = 2 and a = 0, 
1 ifn = 1 or {n = 0 anda = I], 
0 ifn = 0 anda # \ 1, 
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I (4 - ‘)q 
II+1 -qn+ (-1) “+1Eb/21(q - E”) 
I9?9*(n)‘:‘I = 
q2 - E 
if n>l, 
1 (4 - 3” if n E {O,l}, 
I 
4 
II- 1 - q”-2 ifn > 2, 
q-I ifn = 2 andqisodd, 
IF9Jn)F:eI = ( ; 
if n = 2, q is even, and a # 0, 
ifn=loor{n=Oanda=O}, 
0 if {n = 0 anda # 0} 
\ or{n = 2, qiseven, anda = 0), 
Proof. Let f(X) = f0 + fix + ... +fn_lX”-l + X” E9(n). Then f 
is stable under I?$ if and only if the following holds: 
fi” =fi for i = l,...,n - 1 in case e= 1; 
fiq +l=l ft=fOf,4_i forl<i<n-1 in case ??= -1. 
In the case E = - 1 this implies that fi”’ = fi for i E (1, . . . , n - l}, i # 
n - i, and ff14,2 = f,,,z if n is even. 
ThepolynomialfisfuredbyFG ifffi4=e”+%fori=O,...,n-1. 
Since a polynomial can be decomposed uniquely into the product of a 
squarefree polynomial and the square of a polynomial, the following equa- 
tions are obviously true: 
19a(n)F:el = ‘F’ C 19b(i)F~fl.IF9”bm2(n - 2i)F:fI. (*) 
i=O (bc~Qlb4-~=1) 
c I~b(i)F’f101~~0_2b(n -2i)Fp:I. (**) 
i=o {bEFJb=&4) 
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Let us start with the case IY~?‘*(n>r~~l and n odd. For n > 1 the set 
Pa”(n)r:e always contains (9 - E)q”-’ elements; moreover, S”(0)F:e = 1 if 
a = 1 and zero otherwise. Then by induction and ( * > we have to verify the 
equation 
9 
n+l 
n-1 _ -9”+E 
(n~W2(9 _ e) 
9 - 92 - E 
(n - D/2 
+ c (9- 44i-r9 
n-2i+1 
-9 
np2i + c(n-2i-1yy _ E) 
i=l 92 - E 
Multiplying by 9’ - E yields 
(n - o/2 
9n-E9np1 _ E(n-1)/2(9_E) = C 9n~i+I_(l+E)9n~i+E9fl~i-I 
i=l 
+ E(n-2i-1)/2(9i+I _ zE9’ + yi-l). 
For E = 1 we get 
(n - o/2 
4” -4”~L4 +1 = (q-l)2 c (9nPiP’+qi-l) =(9-1)(9”_‘-1) 
i=l 
and for E = - 1 
(/” + (f-1 - ( -1)‘“P”‘2(9 + 1) 
(n - 1)/2 (n - o/2 
= (42 _ 1) C 9n-i-1 + (4 + I)~( _l)(np1)/2 if; .(-l)i,l~l 
i=l 
zz (9 + l)[q”’ - (-l)(+]. 
These equations are obviously true, and the case ILED*(n>Fg*I and n is odd is 
verified. The other cases can be done in an analogous way using the equations 
( *) or (* *). By this proposition the proof of Theorem 1.1 is finished. W 
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